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j GYR O SCOPE The Mono-rail f 

T R A VE LL IN G ON A S I NGLE LINE of the journey of 9 miles hang sus-
~ .. ~ ......... ~·--......... "'"''='1 

· ,; ·, pended above the river Wipper. A 
smaller type, of the same kind, is 
used in lumber mills and large fac
tories of America, for the transport 
of various heavy goods. 

The mono-rail car of Louis Bren
nan differs from other types, its 
stability depending on the gyroscope. 
In 1907 he gave a demonstration 
before the Royal Society, and so 
successful was it that there seemed 
a wonderful future for his system~ 
but little progress beyond the experi
mental stage has yet been made, 
although it is recognjzed that it 
would be both cheaper and faster 
than the present double-line system 

A model mono-rail car balanced and maintaining its equ ilibrium by gyro- of railways. 
scopes. The first demonstration of this type of railway was made in 1907 Experiments on the same lines as 

by Louis Brennan, the inventor, before the Royal Society. those adopted by Brennan were made 
any angle short of actually toppling it over by Richard Scherl, a native of Dresden, who 
you are astonished to find that not only does gave a demonstration in Berlin in 1909. In 
the wheel continue to spin at the new angle, the mono-rail designed by this inventor, the 
but the whole apparatus turns in a circle about gyroscopes were governed by an automatic 
the spinni.ng point, thus compounding two device that gave them perfect control. 
simultaneous rotations. This action has often T H E G y R 0 s c 0 p E M 0 N o _ RA 1 L cAR 
been used to illustrate the various motions of r·w·· .. ·- . - -- ----~.. ·-··----·····-··---,----~-- .. 

.. t ... 

the earth its daily rotation about its axis, its i . . · ·. 
annual revolution in its orbit, and a slow r ? ? . 

I . . 
rotation or " wobbling " of its axis, called the 1·.. · •.. · · . . 
'' precession. '' ! w:I:~ftJ 

The gyroscope was invented probably in the 
early part of the 19th century, although by 
whom is uncertain. Its properties were studied 
by the French scientist Foucault in 1852. t 

The mono-rail, a method of transport in r ,. 
which only a single rail is necessary, has been r . 

I • 

made possible, as above stated, by the appli- , · 
' cation of the gyroscope. ; . 

Railways where only a single line is required, · 
had been built before Louis Brennan invented 
the mono-rail car that maintained its stability 
through the gyroscope. 

The Lar t igue Mono-rail Sy stem 
One of these, the Lartigue mono-rail system, 

has a single central rail, raised a short distance 
above the ground. This system has been 
adopted in Ireland, on the railway from Rally
bunion to Listowel. 
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.The cars and engine move along a central 
line laid along trestles 3! feet above the ground, 
and wheels running horizontally against rails 
fitted to the trestles 1 foot from the ground 
support them. But this type of mono-rail is 
quite distinct from that invented by Louis 
Brennan. So also are the overhead systems, 
one of which may be seen working between 
Barmen and Elberfeld in Germany. The 
cars are electrically driven, and at one part 

This is a passenger-carrying mono-rail car. · "Its balance is 
maintained by two gyroscopes, revolving in a vacuum at a 
great speed. Lou is Brennan, the inventor, stands in front. 

Fer ang s ubject not found i n it3 alphabe tic al place see i nfo rm ation ' 
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